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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX: 1 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1. When you do online learning? 

2. What kind of media you used in online learning? 

3. What are the reasons you used the application? 

4. Can you tell the stages of the process related to learning through zoom meeting? 

5. Can you explain about the features in the zoom meeting application? 

6. What are positive experiences (side) that you get? 

7. What are negative experiences (side) that you get? 

8. In your opinion what are advantages and disadvantages when you using the 

application? 

9. How about the impact do you have from offline to online learning process (the 

transition process)? 

10. What are your own problems when you try understanding the material via zoom? 

11. Is there any difficulties level when you learn English lesson and other lesson based on 

Bahasa? 

12. In right now which one you prefer offline or online learning? 

13. How the way you interpret you experiences? 
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INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT 

Interview Field note with Informant 

Day and date  : Tuesday, 17
th 

May 2022 

Location  : College’s Room 

Informant  : College Students 

Question Focus : Experiences of Students 

Duration  : 07 Minutes 

Researcher    : Assalamu’alaikum Wr, wb For the first is let me 

introduce myself, my name is  Tania Rozika, in here I would like to make my 

research the title is “ The Experiences of Students in Using Zoom Meeting in 

English  Online Learning During Covid-19 Pandemic”, I will give you some 

questions that related to my research, you have to answer based on your 

experience or your opinion, let’s from the first question, so are you a English 

student major 

Informant  : Yes, Of course I’m 

Researcher  : You are being one of my participant, well did you 

online learning? 

Informant   : Yes I did 

Researcher  : When you doing online learning? 

Informant  : I’m doing online learning during the pandemic 

Researcher  : Oh okay, because of the pandemic you have to doing 

online learning 

Informant  : Hemm yes 

Researcher  : What kinds of media when you doing online learning? 

Informant  : Emm, the media is zoom application 
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Researcher  : Ouh zoom application, eemm have you reason why 

you choosing zoom meeting application? 

Informant  : Because our lecturer ask us, to using zoom application 

when online learning 

Researcher  : Just based on that? 

Informant  : Yes 

Researcher  : Okay, it means you follow the rules of the lecturer, 

eemm in zoom meeting have the features or the something things or 

something unique that, your class choose zoom meeting? 

Informant   : Eee the feature in zoom meeting, I think there are 

microphone it can be on and off and also video camera we are also can using 

background and share screen, and also in zoom meeting there is a room chat 

too, so that are the features that I ever used 

Researcher  : So it means, so easy to use that you as students doing 

online learning, because zoom meeting have the features that you needs? 

Informant  : Yes, that’s make us easy 

Researcher  : Can you tell the stages of the process related to 

learning through zoom meeting? 

Informant  : So simple actually for the first steps is make a meeting 

in zoom an you can set the schedule in zoom and after that zoom application 

will give a link and after that you can open the class with your participants 

and then we open camera, we open microphone and presenter will bring 

delivery material and yeah after that we and ended the meeting if we 

finished. 

Researcher  : Okay next question, how do you feel when you 

learning with using zoom meeting? 

Informant  : Aaa, I feel just so so, sometimes I enjoy used the 

application but sometimes it feels like bored with the signal distraction 
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Researcher  : Hemm and what are the positive experiences that you 

get when you did online learning? 

Informant : When I’m doing that, the positive side I come be more relax 

in learning and I can learn in bedroom it’s more comfy 

Researcher  : Well what about the negatives side? 

Informant  : About the negative side, I think it is more difficult to 

get the point about the material from the lecturer, and also we cannot meet 

with my friends, and also running out of internet quota 

Researcher  : Okay, in your opinion what are advantages and 

disadvantages that when you used the application? From the advantages first 

Informant  : Ee from the advantages is zoom application is so 

useful for us in learning during the pandemic and for disadvantages are the 

problem signal distraction in quota internet and also time limit when used 

zoom 

Researcher  : and how the impact when you get from offline to 

online learning 

Informant  : I think so many impacts, first is learning style, the 

second how to we communicate with lecturer and understanding the material 

Researcher  : So can I say, you have change the learning system 

when you learning like usually, but suddenly you have to change the system 

because the online learning? 

Informant  : Yes, that’s right 

Researcher   : Okay, what are your own problems when you trying to 

understanding the material through zoom meeting? 

Informant  : Sometimes, when I do not get the point of the material 

and I want to ask but i don’t have to chance to ask it 

Researcher  : and then in your opinion, is there any difficult level 

when you learning English subject than  the other subject in Bahasa, maybe 
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you learning discourse analysis and you learning filsafat, have you found the 

difficult? 

Informant  : Of course, I think learning English with zoom meeting 

is more difficult to understanding like, pronunciation of the lecturer but in 

Bahasa we more easy to understand it  

Researcher  : So like about the vocabulary, the speaker said? 

Informant   : Yes like that 

Researcher  : So in the same time you have to translate in your brain 

what the speaker said? and so there are so many difficulties when you study? 

Informant  : Yapss 

Researcher  : How the way you interpret the experiences from the 

positive and negative sides, how you interpret that? 

Informant  : Well, I get new experiences in online learning besides 

of advantages and disadvantages I enjoyed, but sometimes I’m so bored 

Researcher  : Its means like 50 50? 

Informant  : Yes 

Researcher  : So in right now which one you more prefer online or 

offline learning? 

Informant  : To be honest I prefer online learning because, in 

bahasa sudah nyaman dengan online learning 

Researcher  : So the change transition when doing online learning 

you feel more comfy t about the condition 

Informant   : Yes 

Researrcher  : Okay thank you for your time I am so appreciate, that 

all about the question, assalamu’alaikum wr wb 

Informant  : Wa’alaikumussalam wr wb 
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Day and date  : Tuesday, 17
th 

May 2022 

Location  : College’s Room 

Informant  : College Students 

Question Focus : Experiences of Students 

Duration  : 15 minutes 

Researcher  : Asslamu’alaikum wr wb  

Informant  : Wa’alaikummussalam wr wb  

Researcher  : Are you a student from English major? 

Informant  : Yes of course  

Researcher  : Okay, you are being one of my participants for my 

research, so I will give you some question and you can answer based on your 

perspective or experiences 

Informant  : Ouh okay 

Researcher  : Have you ever done online learning? 

Informant  : Yes Of course 

Researcher  : When you doing it? 

Informant  : Actually, since covid-19 and it start from second 

semester 

Researcher  : Aright, what kind of media when you do online 

learning? 

Informant   : Such as zoom meeting, Google classroom, and Google 

meet 

Researcher  : Which one your class often used? 
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Informant  : Of course, zoom meeting, because zoom meeting is 

the media available for lecturer and all of the participants and to share the 

material of course and the presentation will be easy 

Researcher  : Can you tell the stages of the process related to 

learning through zoom meeting? 

Informant  : First is of course we enter the link and we have to 

open our camera feature and like usually presenter will explains material and 

yeah like  that after that we can ended the meeting 

Researcher  : Okay is there zoom meeting have many features? 

Informant  : Of course yes 

Researcher  : Can you tell, or explain the features why you chosen 

the application? 

Informant  : Actually zoom meeting almost using for us because, 

zoom meeting is free even for just 40 minutes and easily for user share screen 

the material and also user can mute microphone from another participant so 

can focus just the presentation 

Researcher  : So basically, can I said you explain zoom meeting is 

like face to face but as a virtual, you can saw your friends 

Informant  : I think face to face is better because face to face we 

can speak directly and it can make us confident when speak English so I 

choose face to face 

Researcher  : Why you said you more confident when you speak up 

in directly, have you own problem when you speak as a virtual? 

Informant   : No, because when we talk in virtual we just aaa, 

maybe we just like video call so we talk not the feel the emotional so when 

we speak directly our emotional will be in bahasa terpacu like eemmm 

Researcher  : More excited? 

Informant  : Yes that what I mean 
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Researcher  : So can you tell me in detail what your feeling when 

you online learning? 

Informant  : Actually, for the first is I’m really feel bored, because 

I think when someone presentation and sometimes I feel, in other side I can 

imagine like I can going mall, so I cannot focus on the presentation 

Researcher  : So you feel no more interaction with you? 

Informant   : Yes 

Researcher  : Well what are positive experiences that you get from 

you doing online learning? 

Informant   : Of course, efficient, flexible and I think because in 

modern era so we can join in the era like the other campus because other 

campus using technology in the learning process 

Researcher   : So, you can get the development of technologies? 

Informant   : Hemm yes 

Researcher   : How about the negative experiences? 

Informant   : Like I said, I’m not confident when speak English 

directly and I can get feel when I’m learning directly so when virtual I just 

learning with YouTube so I saw the video and I wrote the material 

Researcher  : So you fell there are difficulties when you try 

understanding the material? 

Informant  :Yes of course because when virtual the lecturer can 

explain the material not well 

Researcher  : Okay because you are English student have you fell 

you found the different when you learning English with another subject, 

easier English lesson or the other lesson that based in bahasa? 

Informant  : Of course more easy other lesson that based bahasa 

actually in general material like filsafat when I’m do online learning  the 
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presentation speak in English so the vocabulary and grammar cannot heard in 

well because internet connection distraction and the noisy around me when 

I’m lesson general material like filsafat using bahasa  I can understanding 

material with easily 

Researcher  : So it means you have to think twice when you 

translate the word in fast? 

Informant  : Yes yes because I must translate the speaker said and I 

must understanding what speaker said 

Researcher  : In your opinion, what are the advantages and 

disadvantages that when you using the application? 

Informant  : From the advantages maybe like I said flexible 

efficient it can save my time, I can study in my bedroom  

Researcher   : You can make a discussion or class in anywhere and 

anytime? 

Informant    : Yes, so I don’t have taking a bath before study because 

I can do study in my room 

Researcher  : So you felt you very relax? 

Informant   :Yes, for the advantages sometimes in using zoom aaa, 

spend much quota internet, i can spent my quota for a month three until five 

Gb just for study, I think just that 

Researcher  : Well, how the impact about your transition from the 

offline to online learning? 

Informant  : For the first when I’m feel the online learning I feel 

like I cannot  getting the material easily but when after running one day one 

month and one year and now I enjoyed online learning 

Researcher  : Okay from the beginning you did online learning you 

faced the adaption that is not easy  

Informant  : But I’m enjoyed and the end... 
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Researcher  : What are your own problems when you try 

understanding the material through zoom application? 

Informant  : Actually  aaa, sometimes lecturer my friend try to 

bring the material  I got not  much information, and I cannot focus, so 

basically when my lecturer explain the material i can more get information 

then the material that deliver with my friends even just 50 percent 

Researcher  : Well, how the way you interpret your experiences i 

mean after you got positive and negative experiences how you explain your 

experiences? 

Informant  : I think, hemmm  

Researcher  : Are you happy? 

Informant  : I’m happy but not happier, so like 50 50 I think 

Researcher  : Why? 

Informant  : Because of the adaption from corona it just in our 

generation maybe 

Researcher  : Okay which one you prefer offline or online learning? 

Informant  : Of course I prefer offline 

Researcher  : Okay that is all my questions, thank you I’m so 

appreciate assalamu’alaikum wr wb 

Informant   : My pleasure, wa’alaikumussalam wr wb. 
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Day and date  : Tuesday, 23
rd 

May 2022 

Location  : College’s Room 

Informant  : College Students 

Question Focus : Experiences of Students 

Duration  : 23 minutes 

Researcher  : Assalamu’alikum wr wb 

Informant   : Wa’alaikumussalam wr wb 

Researcher  : Okay first is my name is Tania Rozika, I want to ask 

you, are you of one student from English major? 

Informant   : Yes I’m 

Researcher  : Okay, you are my being one of my participant to my 

research so I will give so some questions that related to my research, did you 

online learning? and when you do it? 

Informant   : Firstly I’m doing online learning since 2020 on March 

because the first time I got covid-19 pandemic and also the rules of my 

university said that the all of student activities must do online learning 

Researcher  : Well the second question is, what kinds of media that 

you used in online learning process? 

Informant   : The media that I used during online is zoom meeting 

Researcher  : Can you tell me why you chosen zoom meeting? 

Informant  : Firstly I think zoom meeting is more effective than 

other application because in zoom meeting because the participant available 

in 100 people so yeah it can make all my friends in one class can join the 

zoom meeting and also in the zoom have others features and also yeah I think 

the best one is zoom meeting when we do online learning 
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Researcher  : Can you tell the process or stages when you learning 

by zoom meeting? 

Informant   : Emm like usually actually I will check my phone or 

laptop if there is a link and after that  I enter the room next presenter will 

explains material and yeah if other participants want to give answer, question 

or opinion we must open camera and on microphone  

Researcher  : So basically you said that, the zoom meeting is easier 

to use because have features, so can you tell one of the features from the 

application? 

Informant  : As I know there are so many features in zoom meeting 

application, because zoom has camera also microphone and share screen, so 

if you share something you can use with the PPT or something else, also we 

can change our background features in the zoom meeting, for example like if 

we want to use background like education background so we can move or 

change to become the background so yeah that one of the features that I 

knew. 

Researcher  : So can I said you have a new experiences when you 

using the zoom meeting application? 

Informant  : Yes of course I got a lot of experiences when I using 

zoom in online learning 

Researcher  : Okay so you know more about development of 

technology 

Informant   : Yes exactly 

Researcher  : The next question is, how do you feel when you 

learning with zoom meeting 

Informant   : Emm, I feel yeah so so because in online learning 

using zoom when I have bad day or bad mood so yeah my feel like lazy to 

study but if I have spirit or I have motivation in other side I more happy also 

yeah it depends on my mood actually so yeah like 50 50 
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Researcher   : So sometimes you have lack of motivation, can you 

tell me how you can repair that your mood or something else, your 

understanding material like what? 

Informant   : To repair my mood before the class is begin before I 

set up the application firstly I call my friends to share my problem so it easy 

to make me thinking because actually I’m over thinker so when I got a 

problem I always more deeply think so before to make my problem become 

easy before class I always share the problems with my friends or I watch 

some movies some fun videos to make my mood become aaae become up so 

that I do when I has bad day 

Researcher   : But I mean the relation with your understanding 

material or when you study 

Informant   : Ouh to repair my understanding with my problem 

firstly it is can not to say about I think to repair my mood become 

understanding material I just follow the instruction but I seldom to speak up 

cause I have bad day because my mood not good and I cannot concentration 

so when my teacher explain something I just make focus to myself become 

concentration because aaee when I have problem..... it is heard but yeahh 

Researcher   : Okay you trying being a good listener? 

Informant   : Yeah good listener 

Researcher   : Okey the next question is, what are the positive 

experiences that you got? 

Informant   : The positive experiences that I get during online 

learning using zoom meeting  I know, firstly to be honest I don’t know what 

is zoom meeting application before because online learning and covid-19 so 

my lecturer say to us you have to download this application because eaa to 

several online learning process we have zoom application so firstly I said that 

what is the application and why we have to use this application but after I 

downloaded and I learn more about this application oouh yeah because this 

application is very good for online learning, face to face and also we can still 
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learning something with zoom meeting, so the first positive is I can I know 

about the application I know about development of technology and also eee, 

it is when I have a class I can study in everywhere for example like in a 

restaurant maybe or library or something or anywhere I can study because 

zoom meeting is we can using every time and everywhere, next positive 

value is I just only learn something simple for example like in the top I wear 

shirt but in bottom I wearing boxer maybe  

Researcher  : Ouh I see 

Informant   : The next positive is beside me there a food so my 

teacher or my friends explained something and it for take a long time so I just 

maybe I eat some foods like that 

Researcher   : Okay so from your explain I got some point that you 

very relax when doing the online learning and you found out something  that 

there is unique things from the zoom meeting application and get the new 

experiences, so what about the negative sides? 

Informant   : The negative sides because it based of technology of 

course  we have negative sides firstly is signal or network this is the negative 

for me because when I have bad network it is hard for understanding the 

material and get the point from my lecturer said and to be honest in online 

learning using zoom meeting application  sometimes I misunderstanding 

from my lecturer explanation or my friend explains because as I know before 

that signal is the first problem that we faced in technology because if your 

network is bad so sometimes make unclear and misunderstanding also yeah I 

think negative sides between positive side is more better than negative sides 

Researcher   : How about when you doing offline learning of course 

you have notes from your material but when you do online leaning you did 

same? 

Informant   : Of course when I learn I always make some notes 

from my lecturer and friends said but in online learning more different 

because as we know in online learning we need to understanding as directly 

with our lecturer but in online learning it is hard for us like ask again, can 
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you repeat again, pardon? it take for a long time so in online learning of 

course I wrote some not in my notebooks so the note that  wrote in the online 

and offline learning is so much then online because sometimes in online 

learning we don’t understand what this is what is that so we have to makes 

note 

Researcher  : Okay next question in your opinion what are 

disadvantages and disadvantages when you using the application from the 

advantages first 

Informant   : The advantages that I used the application as like I 

said before in zoom meeting we can use this application in everywhere, every 

times and what we learn we can make a class and also make me and my 

friends cannot busy go to the collage.. 

Researcher  : More simple? 

Informant   : Yes more simple than other, for disadvantages I got 

during online learning using zoom meeting is sometimes I did not 

understanding material and also signal, and quota because in zoom meeting 

of course we have a lot of quota so if we have not it hard join to zoom 

meeting and also sometimes in used zoom meeting limit time we have a limit 

time I think is like 40 minutes in one season so when we don’t understanding 

about something but the limit in zoom is end so it is hard for me 

Researcher  : How about the impact do you have on your learning 

from offline to online learning a transition process? 

Informant   : The impact is we have process offline to become 

online so the impact is quit, because we faced corona that from offline to 

become online so it is become not good, we can search any explain in Google 

about material but we cannot understanding more than offline process 

Researcher  : So from the transition offline to online learning of 

course you faced to adaption right? 

Informant   : Oh yeah right 
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Researcher   : So from the beginning you doing online learning not 

easy? 

Informant   : Yes 

Researcher   : The next is what your own problem when you trying 

understanding the material through zoom application? 

Informant   : My own problem try to understanding first is 

sometimes when my friends explain something they did not share screen 

about the material so when we talk about it become confused and other my 

friends because as I know in zoom meeting we have share screen so it can 

better if we using it for example like something we can saw the material 

Researcher  : So you found out more difficult try to understanding 

English material than the other material that based on bahasa 

Informant   : Yeah because English is international and our native is 

Indonesia if the lesson is English so it make us have to thinking twice what is 

the off it what is the meaning of the statement like that but in Indonesia 

material more easy understanding the material 

Researcher  : How the way you interpret your experiences? 

Informant   : To be honest I’m happy, because when I study online 

learning because in online beside on I focus in a class I can do something 

other, yeah I’m happy to have this experiences but yah I know technologies 

there are plus minus in the impact 

Researcher  : so can I say you prefer online than offline learning? 

Informant  : I prefer offline learning 

Researcher  : But you said you happy when you did online learning, 

what the reason  

Informant  : I’m happy to join online class with zoom meeting but, 

if we choosing online and offline everyone choose offline because offline I 

can met with my friends I can share something with my friends if I don’t 
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know about something I can ask my teacher or my lecturer yeah, after class I 

can share my mind my understanding with the material is like hey can you 

teach me that lecturer said, and in online learning when I and my friends 

don’t know what is the solution just like that 

Researcher  : Okay so in online learning you just get new experience 

and you happy but still you prefer offline learning 

Informant  : Yes 

Researcher  : So that is all my questions thank you for your time, 

I’m so appreciate assalamu’alaikum wr wb 

Informant  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr wb 
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Day and date  : Monday, 23
rd 

May 2022 

Location  : College’s Room 

Informant  : College Students 

Question Focus : Experiences of Students 

Duration  : 16 minutes  

 

Researcher   : Assalamu’alaikum Wr wb, let me introduce myself 

I’m Tania Rozika here, I’m a researcher so you being one of the one my 

participant, you are English student aren’t you? 

Informant   : Wa’alaikumussalam wr wb, yes I’m  

Researcher  : Did you online learning? 

Informant   : Yes I did online learning 

Researcher  : When you doing it? 

Informant   : Since 2020 when we get of pandemic 

Researcher   : What kind of media that you used? 

Informant   : I used zoom application when doing online learning 

Researcher  : Why you chosen zoom meeting? 

Informant   : Because the decision of lecturer in our class 

Researcher   : Have you see the something unique in zoom meeting?  

Informant   : Yes such as share screen and turn off and on camera, 

microphone and room chat and recording our activities in zoom meeting  

Researcher   : So through the features you feel easier to using? 

Informant   : Yes 
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Researcher  : Can you tell the stages of the process related to 

learning through zoom meeting? 

Informant   : The first we must download zoom application and 

after that someone will send the link in the ground our class and then we 

opened link after that we enter the room we on camera and off microphone it 

will not disturb the speaker and then after that the presenter will share screen 

their material and try to understand what they said after the presenter finished 

explains the presenter will open question and answer section and yeah who 

want to answer will on the microphone and then after the class running we 

leaving the meeting just it. 

Researcher  : How do you feel when you doing online learning? 

Informant   : I’m feeling good and get nothing the difficult when 

I’m study by using zoom  

Researcher   : You did not found the difficulties? 

Informant   : No no, maybe just like signal 

Researcher   : So what are positive experiences that you get? 

Informant   : The positives sides maybe I can relax when I’m study 

and yeah that is 

Researcher  : and how about the negative experiences? 

Informant   : Sometimes I get difficult to try understanding material 

and the explanation 

Researcher  : But you said that you not found difficulties when you 

learning 

Informant   : No no I mean like the zoom application in online 

learning is not difficult for using it not for the study 

Researcher   : So in your opinion what are advantages and 

disadvantages when you using the application? 
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Informant   : The advantages from online learning I can study 

beside that I can drink tea and more enjoy in my study in my bed room and 

the disadvantages is sometimes make me lazy to study when the lecturer tell 

us to enter the zoom but the situation like I’m still sleep something else that 

make me lazy enter the zoom meeting to doing learning 

Researcher   : So can I say you really enjoyed when you doing online 

learning because at the same time you can learning and you can eat and about 

the disadvantages you have a lack of motivation when you learned? 

Informant   : Yes like that  

Researcher  : You have a lack of motivation when you learning, can 

I ask you not prefer well before you study? 

Informant   : Yes I’m not prefer well 

Researcher  : How the impact do you have from offline to online 

learning 

Informant   : Firstly I’m speechless because we never use zoom 

application so we don’t know what is zoom but when we get online learning 

we use zoom for our study first I don’t understand how to use zoom but now 

I already know about zoom 

Researcher  : So it means get impact for the development of 

technologies  

Informant   : Yes that right 

Researcher  : What are your own problem when you trying 

understanding the material with online learning  

Informant   : For example the lecturer the material just by spoken 

not written in the white board 

Researcher  : But you said in zoom meeting and share screen 

Informant   : Yes but sometimes the lecturer just explain by spoken 

not written if they explain with written maybe I can more understanding 
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Researcher  : How the way you interpret your experiences? 

Informant   : So I can first can development about technology with 

zoom meeting and this situation make us lazy for study because they don’t 

much prefer for study 

Researcher  : Have you ever found difficulties when you learning 

English lesson with another lesson that based on bahasa? 

Informant   : Yes of course because I don’t understand from the 

explanation from the lecturer because they explain by English maybe if they 

explains by mixed language it is easier to understand 

Researcher  : Well, which one you prefer offline or online learning? 

Informant   : Of course offline learning 

Researcher   : Why? But you said you really enjoy when you 

learning with online system 

Informant   : Yes, but lecturer explain the material by write in white 

board so we can more understanding 

Researcher   : So can I sad when you feel doing online learning you 

just got experiences 

Informant   : Yes experiences about technology not for.. 

Researcher   : So it means not much benefit that you get when you 

study with online learning 

Informant   : Yes 

Researcher   : Okay I got all the point thank you so much 

Assalamu’alaikum Wr wb 

Informant  : Wa’alaikumussalam wr wb 
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Day and date  : Monday, 23
rd 

May 2022 

Location  : College’s Room 

Informant  : College Students 

Question Focus : Experiences of Students 

Duration  : 12 minutes  

Researcher  : Assalamu’aliakum wr wb, firstly let me introduce m 

self I’m Tania Rozika and are you English students major 

Informant   : Wa’alaikumussalam wr wb, yes I’m 

Researcher  : Okay so you being one of my participants and I give 

you some questions that related to my research, okay 

Informant   : Okay 

Researcher  : Did you online learning, when you did? 

Informant   : Yes, it happening until now because the covid-19  

Researcher  : What kinds of media you use in online learning 

Informant   : Yeah usually we use zoom application but sometimes 

we use Google meet and another meeting conferences  

Researcher  : Which one you often use from the applications? 

Informant   : Of course zoom meeting 

Researcher  : What the reason you chosen zoom meeting? And can 

you tell me how the process you learned with zoom 

Informant   : Just because zoom is simple and also easy to use, easy 

to understanding for all the society I mean like easy for sectors education, 

even the lecturer the students they can use because so simple to use and easy 

to understand, and usually in zoom meeting have to make a class and you can 

determine when you open a class also there is a password no no password but 

like password and then zoom meeting will automatically create a link and we 
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just click that we can join the class, actually there is no special process that I 

do in learning by using zoo meeting application just because just like usually 

I keep reading subtitle before the class and make sure I understand about the 

topic actually it same zoom application but the process that I do keep doing 

something same I think that it is 

Researcher  : Okay can you explain more detail about the simple 

things in zoom meeting maybe about the features or something 

Informant   : The simple is means the display and the features, we 

have to know that the features in zoom meeting it can describe the function 

so when there is icon for screen  so it means for share screen, so there is like 

a pan it means use to as for write in the.. What I said in the desktop so I think 

that is simple because everyone know that that icon 

Researcher  : Okay, how do you feel when you learning with zoom 

meeting? 

Informant   : Honestly I feel like sometimes happy but sometimes 

always worry I don’t know why 

Researcher  : You said sometimes you happy, can you more tell 

specific the happy experiences that you get in online learning? 

Informant   : The happy experiences of course the things like that 

make me happy is because I can do more than one job I mean like while I 

have a class so I can have another meetings with my friends or another job 

desk and even I can do it by also being teacher so sometimes I join a class 

and I do something else 

Researcher  : So it means you can learn anywhere and anytime?  

Informant   : Yes I can accept my class where ever I go 

Researcher  : How about the negative sides or negative experiences? 

Informant   : Okay talking about the negative experiences of course 

everyone’s totally feels that just because like we know that we use to being 

face to face learning I mean because we are social human of course if 
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suddenly we stop meet we other people we must saw other with share screen 

so it become something weird, online learning will not give as good as 

undersigning or as good as how I can say kepuasaan as good as happiness for 

all the students because try to image just from the screen we just can see and 

hear the lecturer but actually from face to face we can get more anything else 

so I think the negative is the limit time the bad understanding and also the 

one and only problem is network it cannot be same in all the village like that  

Researcher  : Okay we move to discuss about online learning of 

course from the offline learning to online learning you have transition 

process or change condition right? 

Informant   : Yes 

Researcher   : So how about the impact that you get from offline 

learning to online learning? 

Informant   : Okay the first time when the pandemic happened and 

make us to do online learning I just stuck I didn’t know what I should do or 

what should I read because I have no spirit to get the lesson just because I 

think it will be easy I can open Google while asking by teacher but it will not 

be happened with online learning because offline learning there is the 

lecturer ask us of course we can do anything else and we can do whatever we 

want 

Researcher   : So from the first time you did online learning have you 

new your own system or ways to make your motivation or spirit your 

understanding to comeback in online learning I mean about the process can 

you tell me the  process it 

Informant  : The first is accepting the condition whatever we do 

without accepting the condition we cannot do better so the firsting that I 

should motivate to myself, realized this is the condition this pandemic the 

government has not.. I as a citizen should follow the rules so I try to 

remember my dreams that what I should do so whatever the condition either 

offline or online learning I will keep doing  
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Researcher  : Based on your understanding, Is there any difficulties 

level when you learn English lesson and other lesson based on Bahasa? 

Informant   : Honestly I did not found significant problem when 

learning English via zoom if we compare the level difficulties because as 

long as I have good signal I can understand what lecturer explains 

Researcher  : Okay for the last question after you get positive and 

negative sides when you doing online learning  how the way you interpret 

your experiences, do you enjoy with the online learning or not? 

Informant   : The things I got of course 100 percent the 70 about my 

worries and 30 percept the way I accepted it so if you ask me I enjoy with 

online learning or not like that  

Researcher  : Okay I got all the point from your answer thank you 

Assalamu’alaikum wr wb 

Informant   : Wa’alaikumussalam wr wb 
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APPENDIX 2 

Observation Sheet 

VARIABLE INDIKTOR SUB INDIKATOR OPINION FACT 

 

 

The Process 

of English 

Online 

Learning 

Using Zoom 

Meeting 

Pra Media Students using zoom 

meeting application, 

Google meeting, and 

another conferences 

The most application used 

by students is zoom 

meeting application 

Introduction 1. Preparation 

2. online 

attendance 

3. material 

explanation 

1. Students 

preparation a 

class with using 

zoom, zoom 

meeting 

automatically 

make a link 

2. Lecturer usually 

checked  list of 

online attendance 

from zoom 

meeting from the 

participant 

features 

3. For the process of 

explain material, 

students will 

explains and 

lecturer will 

added the matery 

to make it clear  

 

1. There are some 

lecturers who 

decide to make one 

link for all 

meetings that have 

been determined by 

the lecture contract 

for one semester so 

don't create a new 

link for each 

meeting 

2. Sometimes lecturer 

or students make a 

list of online 

attendance with 

other applications 

such as what’s app 

group 

3. In fact learning via 

zoom meeting, 

students still feel 

difficult to  

understanding the 

material 
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Core 1. Understanding  

2. Responding 

 

1. Based on from 

explanation from 

participant they 

more 

understanding 

with lesson that 

based on Bahasa 

such as 

Pendidikan 

Indonesia, 

Filsafat than 

English lesson 

2. When one of the 

students try 

explain material 

just some 

students give a 

good responds  

 

1. The understanding 

of students can be 

seen through online 

class with zoom 

2. Some students 

respond to each 

other by answering 

questions 

 Closing  Evaluation When students finished 

discuss the material, the 

lecturer will added some 

explanation that related 

the material 

The evaluation is done by 

giving an explanation and 

there are additional 

assignments from the 

lecturer 

The positive 

experiences 

(sides) from 

students  

Experiences  Development 

technology 

1. Can do 

something else 

while studying at 

the same time 

2. Easy use zoom 

meeting, and 

there are features 

for helping user  

3. With online 

Harder to concentrate 
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learning using 

zoom meeting, 

more flexible,  

efficient and 

enjoyed 

4. Anywhere 

anytime can 

make a class  

5. There are 

advantages and 

disadvantages 

when use zoom 

meeting 

The negative 

experiences 

(sides) from 

students  

Experiences Students perception  1. Difficult to 

understanding 

material 

2. Signal trouble 

  

 

1. Less of 

preparer self 

before study 

2. Lack of 

motivation and 

feeling worry 

3. There are 

difficulties try 

understanding 

material 

4. A trouble with 

internet 

connection 

5. Difficult to 

clearly 

communicate 
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The interpret 

of students 

experiences in 

using zoom 

meeting 

 

 

Feeling’s 

students 

 

 

1. Positive 

experiences 

2. Negative 

experiences  

 

From the all participants 

explain that for the first 

time they do online 

learning they feels 

confused because they 

losing their own system 

in study, they have to 

faced many problems 

and not easy to accept 

the change condition 

form offline to online 

learning and the most 

problem happened in all 

the participants try to 

understanding material, 

the internet connection 

stability and a limit time  

 
After they faced positive and 

negative sides when did 

online learning they try to 

accepted the changing 

conditions that occur but 

when explained in detail the 

meaning of the both 

experiences means that when 

learning online is something 

new or a new experiences in 

same things they understand 

the development of 

technology so that they can 

use applications with 

advantages and 

disadvantages what they face 

but from the other side it 

turns out that the offline 

learning system is still the 

best because the problems 

that occur in online learning 

will not occur in offline 

learning, thus the experience 

related to online learning is 

only considered as a new 

experience but to compare 

the online and offline 

processes very different 

meaning they still prefer 

offline. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Documentation 

Observation Result, 27
th

 May 2022 
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Interview Result 17
th

 May 2022 
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Interview Result 23
rd

 May 2022 
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APPENDIX 4 

Letter of  Permit Research 
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Research Response Letter 
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